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ABSTRACT

We model dust around Herbig Ae/Be stars using a radiative transfer model for multiple isothermal
circumstellar dust shells to reproduce the multiple broad peaks in their spectral energy distributions
(SEDs). Using the opacity functions for various types of dust grains at different temperatures, we
calculate the radiative transfer model SEDs for multiple dust shells. For eight sample stars, we compare
the model results with the observed SEDs including the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) and AKARI
data. We present model parameters for the best fit model SEDs that would be helpful to understand the
overall structure of dust envelopes around Herbig Ae/Be stars. We find that at least four separate dust
components are required to reproduce the observed SEDs. For all the sample stars, two innermost dust
components (a hot component of 1000-1500 K and a warm component of 300-600 K) with amorphous
silicate and carbon grains are needed. Crystalline dust grains (corundum, forsterite, olivine, and water
ice) are needed for some objects. Some crystalline dust grains exist in cold regions as well as in hot
inner shells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Herbig Ae/Be (HAEBE) stars are generally believed
to be intermediate-mass (M∼ 2-10 M¯) pre-main-
sequence (PMS) stars. As a consequence of the star
formation process they are surrounded by a gas and
dust envelope and/or disk (e.g., Waters & Waelkens
1998).

To understand the physical and chemical properties
of the envelope or the disk, high resolution spectral ob-
servations in IR are required. The infrared space obser-
vatory (ISO) and Spitzer missions provided the essen-
tial data. Some HAEBE stars show prominent features
of various dust species including crystalline grains (e.g.,
Meeus et al. 2001; Juhász et al. 2010).

The infrared SEDs of the HAEBE stars show multi-
ple broad peaks at 5 - 200 µm (e.g., Suh, Kim, & Baek
2002). A reasonable explanation for this would be that
there are multiple dust components radiating multiple
regions of infrared wavelengths.

In this paper, we use a radiative transfer model for
multiple isothermal circumstellar dust shells (Towers
& Robinson 2009) to consider multiple components of
dust. We model the dust envelopes around HAEBE
stars using optical properties of various amorphous and
crystalline dust grains at different temperatures.

We compare the model results with the observed
SEDs of the stars including the ground-based, IRAS,
ISO and AKARI data. Using the comparison, we de-
termine the model parameters for the best fit model

SEDs that would be helpful to understand the overall
structure of dust envelopes around HAEBE stars.

2. SAMPLE STARS

In this paper, we choose eight HAEBE stars divided
into three groups (see section 4 for the explanations
about the groups). For these stars, good quality obser-
vational data including the ISO spectra in wide wave-
length ranges are available. The sample stars are listed
in Table 1. For each object, the table lists the IRAS
point source catalogue (PSC) number, the number of
the ISO data used for this paper, the AKARI infrared
camera (IRC) PSC number, the AKARI far-infrared
surveyor (FIS) bright source catalogue (BSC) number,
the effective temperature, the distance, and the lumi-
nosity.

For the ISO data, we use the ISO short wavelength
spectrometer (SWS; λ = 2.4 - 45.2 µm) and long wave-
length spectrometer (LWS; λ = 43 - 197 µm) data re-
duced by Meeus et al. (2001).

The AKARI made an all-sky survey with the IRC
and FIS. We use the AKARI PSC data at two bands
(9 and 18 µm) obtained by IRC and the BSC data at
four bands (65, 90, 140 and 160 µm ) obtained by FIS.
For each object, we have cross-identified the AKARI
source by finding the nearest one from the position in-
formation.

To obtain the standard flux in W/m2 for all the
data, we use the zero-magnitude calibrating method.
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Table 1.
Sample HAEBE stars.

Groupa Name IRAS PSC ISO datab AKARI IRC AKARI FIS Teff
a da L∗a

(SWS;LWS) (K) (pc) (L¯)

A HD 100453 11307−5402 (1;−) 1133055−541928 1133053−541929 75001 - -
HD 104237 11575−7754 (1;−) 1200050−781134 1200066−781135 105001 1161 58.882

AB Aur 04525+3028 (1;−) 0455458+303303 0455460+303320 97501 1441 52.482

B HD 144432 16038−2735 (1;−) 1606579−274310 1606579−274308 80001 2002 30.202

HD 163296 17533−2156 (1;−) 1640179−235346 1640176−235344 105001 1221 30.202

HD 150193 16372−2347 (1;−) 1640179−235346 1640176−235344 100001 1501 26.93

C HD 142527 15532−4210 (1;1) 1556418−421921 1556415−421932 62501 2001 69.182

HD 100546 11312−6955 (1;1) 1133254−701140 1133251−701146 110001 1031 32.362

a: see section 4 for the explanations; b1: from Meeus et al. 2001, 2: from van den Ancker 1997, 3: from Hillenbrand et al. 1992.

The zero-magnitude calibrating data are taken from
the related references. The observed SEDs of the eight
stars are displayed in Fig. 2 through 4. For IRAS
and AKARI catalogue data, we use only good quality
data.

3. DUST ENVELOPE MODEL CALCULA-
TIONS

The infrared SEDs of the HAEBE stars show multi-
ple broad peaks at 5 - 200 µm (e.g., Suh et al. 2002). A
reasonable explanation for this would be that there are
multiple dust components radiating multiple regions
of infrared wavelengths. It is difficult to reproduce
the observed SEDs with a single component dust shell
model (e.g., DUSTY code developed by Ivezić & Elitzur
1997). Many investigators (e.g., Miroshnichenko et al.
1999; Whitney et al. 2003) tried to model the multi-
ple components (shells, spheroids, or disks) of the dust
envelopes around HAEBE stars with various methods
and degrees of sophistication.

The radiative transfer model for multiple isother-
mal spherically symmetric circumstellar dust shells de-
veloped by Towers & Robinson (2009) assumes that
each dust shell is in local thermodynamical equilib-
rium (LTE) and that the temperature is constant. Dust
grains in the innermost shell absorb the radiation from
the central star and radiate at the equilibrium tempera-
ture. Dust grains in an outer shell absorb the radiation
from the central star and the inner shell(s) and radi-
ate at the equilibrium temperature. The scattering of
light is ignored. These assumptions would be reason-
able approximations for studying dust around HAEBE
stars.

In this paper, we use the radiative transfer model for
multiple isothermal circumstellar dust shells (Towers &
Robinson 2009) to consider multiple components of the
dust envelope. Though it is a relatively simple model, it
can use flexible parameters of dust properties to treat
radiative processes through centrally heated multiple
dust shells. The code developed by Towers & Robin-

son (2009) would be useful to investigate the overall
properties of complicated distribution of dust around a
central star. We model dust envelopes around HAEBE
stars using optical properties of various amorphous and
crystalline dust grains at different temperatures.

For the central star, we assume simple blackbody
radiation. For each object, we use the luminosity and
effective temperature obtained by previous authors as
listed in Table 1. For HD 100453, we use L = 50 L¯.

3.1 Dust Opacity

The best fit model for the observed SED requires
a proper combination of multiple isothermal compo-
nents with different sets of various dust opacity func-
tions. We have tried to use as many dust species as
possible. We find that seven dust species (amorphous
silicate, amorphous carbon, amorphous Mg0.6Fe0.4O,
crystalline corundum, crystalline olivine, crystalline
forsterite, and crystalline water ice) are necessary to
reproduce the SEDs of sample HAEBE stars.

In this paper, we do not consider PAH (Poly-
cyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon) for the radiative trans-
fer model calculations because their thermal properties
are not well known yet.

For amorphous silicate, we use the optical constants
derived by Suh (1999) for warm silicate. For amor-
phous carbon (AMC), we use the optical constants
derived by Suh (2000). For amorphous Mg0.6Fe0.4O,
we use the optical constants obtained by Henning et
al. (1995). For crystalline H2O ice, we use the op-
tical constants obtained by Bertie (1969). For crys-
talline olivine, we use the optical constants obtained
for spherical crystalline olivine grains (Mg1.9Fe0.1SiO4)
obtained by Fabian et al. (2001). For all the five
species, the extinction efficiency factors are calculated
for spherical dust grains (Bohren & Huffman 1983)
from the optical constants given in the references. The
radii of the spherical dust grains are assumed to be 0.1
µm uniformly.

For crystalline corundum, we use the extinction data
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Fig. 1.— Dust opacity functions for the seven species.

Table 2.
The model parameters of the multiple isothermal dust shells for the best fit model SEDs

Name Central star 1st Shell 2nd Shell
TBB(K) L∗(L¯) T(K), τ10, r(R∗) Opacity1 T(K), τ10, r(R∗) Opacity1

HD 100453 7500 50 1000, 3.0E-3, 1.7E2 0.95a+0.05s 300, 8.0E-4, 3.2E3 0.95a+0.05s
HD 104237 10500 60 1300, 2.0E-3, 2.1E2 0.5a+0.5s 500, 1.0E-3, 2.0E3 0.5a+0.5s
AB Aur 9750 50 1300, 1.0E-2, 1.6E2 0.5a+0.5s 600, 1.0E-3, 9.4E2 0.5a+0.5s
HD 144432 8000 30 1200, 4.0E-3, 1.3E2 0.3a+0.6s+0.1C 500, 4.5E-3, 9.1E2 0.3a+0.6s+0.1C
HD 163296 10500 30 1200, 3.0E-3, 2.5E2 0.6a+0.4s 500, 2.0E-3, 1.9E3 0.6a+0.4s
HD 150193 10000 27 1000, 4.0E-3, 3.4E2 0.5a+0.4s+0.1C 600, 8.0E-4, 1.1E3 0.5a+0.4s+0.1C
HD 142527 6250 69 1200, 8.0E-3, 6.8E1 0.5a+0.5s 500, 5.5E-3, 4.8E2 X
HD 100546 11000 32 1500, 3.0E-3, 1.7E2 0.3a+0.6s+0.1V 500, 1.0E-3, 2.2E3 0.3a+0.6s+0.1V

Name 3rd Shell 4th Shell 5th Shell
T(K), τ10, r(R∗) Opacity1 T(K), τ10, r(R∗) Opacity1 T(K), τ10, r(R∗) Opacity1

HD 100453 110, 3.0E-3, 4.1E4 1a 45, 1.2E-3, 4.4E5 1a - -
HD 104237 150, 4.0E-4, 3.3E4 0.5a+0.5s 60, 1.0E-4, 5.3E5 1a - -
AB Aur 150, 2.5E-3, 2.4E4 0.7a+0.3s 50, 2.5E-3, 5.9E5 1a - -
HD 144432 120, 2.5E-3, 2.5E4 0.3a+0.7s 60, 3.0E-4, 2.6E5 1a - -
HD 163296 200, 1.0E-3, 1.6E4 0.6a+0.4s 100, 5.0E-4, 9.7E4 0.6a+0.4s 27, 5.0E-4, 4.4E6 1a
HD 150193 250, 2.0E-3, 7.8E3 0.5a+0.5s 100, 8.0E-4, 8.0E4 0.5a+0.5s 60, 1.5E-4, 4.4E5 1a
HD 142527 250, 1.0E-4, 2.2E3 0.4a+0.55s+0.05F 100, 2.5E-3, 2.2E4 0.4a+0.55s+0.05F 48, 3.5E-3, 2.5E5 Y
HD 100546 200, 9.0E-3, 1.4E4 Z 100, 6.0E-3, 8.2E4 0.4a+0.55s+0.05F 60, 1.8E-3, 4.8E5 0.4a+0.55s+0.05F

1 a: amorphous carbon (Suh 2000), s: amorphous silicate (Suh 1999), m: amorphous Mg0.6Fe0.4O (Henning et al. 1995), C: crystalline
corundum (Tamanai et al. 2009), F: crystalline forsterite (Jäger et al. 1998), V: crystalline olivine (Fabian et al. 2001), I: crystalline H2O ice
(Bertie 1969), X=0.4a+0.45s+0.05V+0.1C, Y=0.4a+0.52m+0.04V+0.04I, Z=0.4a+0.45s+0.1F+0.05C.
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of α-Al2O3 (corundum-sample 1) obtained by Tamanai
et al. (2009). For crystalline forsterite, we use the the
extinction data obtained by Jäger et al. (1998).

Dust opacity functions for the seven species are dis-
played in Fig. 1. Spherical crystalline olivine grains
produce 27 and 33 µm features and multiple peaks
around 22 µm. The crystalline forsterite produce 19.5,
23.5, 27.5, and 33.5 µm features.

3.2 Model SEDs

We have performed various radiative transfer model
calculations in the wavelength range 0.01 to 36000 µm.
We choose 10 µm as the fiducial wavelength that sets
the scale of the optical depth (τ10). We have computed
the model SEDs for various optical depths of the mul-
tiple dust shells with different dust opacity.

For each object, we have tried to find the best fit
model SED for the observed one. Once we have a set
of reasonable model parameters, we compare the model
result with the observed SED and repeat revising the
related parameter(s) until we get a satisfactory fit in
the entire wavelength range. Considering the overall
shape of the SED, we guess the initial parameters for
the central star and the innermost dust shells. Then
we try to use various dust temperatures and opacity
functions in the outer shell(s) to reproduce the special
features of the observed SED in the far-IR (FIR) re-
gion. However, we may have to revise the parameters
for the multiple dust shells repeatedly because of the
correlated absorption processes.

The model parameters of the multiple isothermal
dust shells for the best fit model SEDs are listed in
Table 2. For each object, the parameters of the cen-
tral star (the blackbody temperature and luminosity)
and those for multiple dust shells are listed. For each
dust shell, the equilibrium temperature, the dust opti-
cal depth (τ10), the radius of the shell (r) in the unit of
the radius of the central star (R∗), and the dust opac-
ity function are listed. All of the above parameters
except the radius of the shell (r) are input parameters.
For each model, the code calculates the radii (r) of the
multiple dust shells and the model SED.

Fig. 2 through 4 show the best fit model SEDs
compared with the observed SEDs for the eight sample
stars. In next section, we will discuss the meaning of
the model parameters for each object.

4. SED COMPARISON

For each object, we have tried to reproduce all
the features and characteristics of the observed SEDs
by the radiative transfer model in a wide wavelength
range. However, we could not reproduce some of them
because of the simplicity of the model we used and/or
lack of general knowledge about some dust materials.
We divide the sample stars into three groups according
to the characteristics of the model parameters for the
best fit SEDs.

4.1 Group A

For group A stars, we use four separate dust shells
with two dust species (amorphous silicate and AMC).
Generally, a cold (45-60 K) dust shell with featureless
AMC grains reproduces the FIR region fairly well. Un-
like other groups, group A stars do not show prominent
crystalline dust features.

Though HD 100453 does not show silicate features,
we find that a small portion (5%) of silicate grains at
hot (1000 K) and warm (300 K) shells improve the
overall fit.

HD 104237 requires hot (1300 K) silicate (50%) and
AMC. We were not able to reproduce the peak at 30
µm with any other model parameters and known dust
species.

AB Aur also requires hot (1200 K) silicate (70%) and
AMC. Though FeO dust grains in shapes of continuous
distribution of ellipsoids (CDE) at 150 K may improve
the fit at 23 µm, we were not able to improve the overall
fit by adding the FeO grains.

4.2 Group B

For group B stars, we use four separate dust shells
with three dust species or five separate dust shells with
two to three dust species. For the two objects in the
group, we use crystalline corundum as well as amor-
phous silicate and AMC (see Table 2). Again for this
group, a cold (27-60 K) dust shell with featureless AMC
grains reproduces the FIR region fairly well.

HD 144432 requires hot (1200 and 500 K) silicate
(60%), crystalline corundum (10%), and AMC. The
crystalline corundum in the inner dust shells signifi-
cantly improves the fit at 12-20 µm region.

HD 163296 requires hot (1200 and 500 K) silicate
(40%) and AMC. There is no sign of crystalline corun-
dum. For this object, we use only two dust species
(amorphous silicate and AMC) like all of group A stars.

HD 150193 requires hot (1000 and 600 K) silicate
(40%), crystalline corundum (10%), and AMC. Crys-
talline corundum in the hot shells improves the fit at
12-20 µm region.

4.3 Group C

For group C stars, we use five separate dust shells
with five to seven dust species including crystalline dust
(corundum, olivine forsterite, and water ice) as well as
amorphous dust (silicate, AMC, and Mg0.6Fe0.4O).

For this group, a cold (48-60 K) dust shell of amor-
phous and crystalline silicate as well as featureless
AMC grains reproduces the FIR region fairly well.

HD 142527 shows emission features around 10 µm
similar to crystalline olivine at 500 K. Crystalline
corundum at 500 K improves the fit at 15 µm. The
conspicuous emission feature at 43 µm looks to be due
to cold (48 K) crystalline H2O ice. The cold dust com-
ponent (48 K) with a mixture of Mg0.6Fe0.4O and crys-
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Fig. 2.— Observations compared with model SEDs for the group A stars.
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talline olivine improves the overall fit in the FIR region.
Although the seven dust species make the best fit model
SED, HD 142527 shows unknown emission features at
36 and 47 µm.

For HD 100546, the crystalline forsterite dust grains
at 200, 100, and 60 K reproduce the observed fine fea-
tures pretty well. They reproduce the similar 19.5,
23.5, 27.5, and 33.5 µm features. The crystalline olivine
grains at 500 K reproduce the multiple peaks around
20 µm. Crystalline corundum in a warm (200 K) shell
improves the fit at 12-20 µm region.

The observed SED of HD 100546 shows very promi-
nent PAH emission features at 3.2, 6.2, 7.7, and 8.6 µm
which could not be reproduced with our model (see sec-
tion 3.1). Brittain, Najita, & Carr (2009) argued that
the inner hole of HD 100546 is not simply a hole in the
dust opacity but is likely cleared of gas as well. Effi-
cient heating of the outer disk by the star HD 100546
would produce the prominent PAH features.

4.4 Discussion on Crystalline Silicate

Because crystalline silicate grains show very sharp
features, even a small portion (about 5%) can be eas-
ily detectable. It is quite evident that crystalline sil-
icate grains (forsterite and olivine) exist in cold (48 -
100 K) outer dust shells (or disks) of many HAEBE
stars (e.g., this paper; Juhász et al. 2010). Though
crystalline silicates are abundant in many young stel-
lar objects (YSOs) and solar system comets, they are
essentially missing from the interstellar medium (ISM)
(e.g., Juhász et al. 2010). It would be reasonable to as-
sume that crystallization occurs in the low temperature
envelopes (or disks) of YSOs.

Some known processes of crystallization (annealing
and direct condensation from the gas phase) require
high temperature (about 1000 K) (Fabian et al. 2000).
On the other hand, Carrez et al. (2002) and Kimura et
al. (2008) suggested a mechanism of crystallization at
low temperature by reporting that amorphous silicate
grains were crystallized to forsterite by electron-beam
irradiation. YSOs are known to undergo active and fre-
quent flaring events in which electrons are accelerated.
Therefore, the electron irradiation of dust in YSO en-
vironments could explain the origin of the crystalline
silicate grains around HAEBE stars.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have modeled dust around HAEBE stars using
a radiative transfer model for multiple isothermal cir-
cumstellar dust shells to reproduce the multiple broad
peaks in SEDs. By comparing the model results with
the observed SEDs in a wide wavelength range for the
eight sample stars, we have presented the model param-
eters of the best fit model SEDs that would be helpful
to understand the overall structure of dust envelopes
around HAEBE stars.

Because of the violent star forming environments

(flaring events, accretion processes, etc.), the dust
grains around a HAEBE star may have various phys-
ical and chemical properties. And there could be fre-
quent changes in the geometrical distribution of the
dust grains. Therefore, we may not be able to explain
the complicated variety of dust for the eight sample
stars (see Table 2) in a straightforward way. However,
we may infer some important ideas about the nature
of an object from the revealed information about the
dust (see section 4).

We have found that at least four separate dust
components are required to reproduce the observed
SEDs. For all the sample stars, two innermost dust
components (a hot component of 1000-1500 K and a
warm component of 300-600 K) with amorphous sil-
icate and AMC grains are needed. Crystalline dust
grains (corundum, forsterite, olivine, and water ice) are
needed for some objects.

Crystalline corundum grains have been found to be
present in a half of the sample stars. Corundum looks
to be one of the major dust components in YSOs. More
investigations are necessary to find the contribution
of crystalline and amorphous corundum grains to the
SEDs for a larger sample of YSOs.

For the two stars in group C, the crystalline silicate
grains (forsterite and olivine) exist in cold (48 - 100
K) outer dust shells as well as in hot inner dust shells.
Though the reason for the existence of low tempera-
ture crystalline silicate is still uncertain, the electron
irradiation of dust in YSO environments could be a
possible scenario. More investigations would be able
to reveal useful information about physical and chemi-
cal properties of dust around HAEBE stars and general
environments of star forming regions.
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